Line Shaft Driven Conveyors

- Line shaft driven live roller conveyor
- Line shaft driven diverging spur
- Line shaft driven gate module
- Line shaft driven curve

Sortation Conveyors

- High speed flite sortation conveyor
- Skewed wheel diverter
- Overhead mounted sorter
- High speed sorter

Powered Transfers

- Chain transfer
- Round belt transfer for line shaft conveyor
- V-belt transfer
Specialty Conveyors

- Slat conveyor
- Specialty conveyors for tire handling
- Chain powered zero pressure accumulator
- Chain drag conveyors
- Pallet stacker
- Parts conveyors with cleated belt

Gravity Conveyors

- Heavy duty roller conveyor
- Wheel conveyor
- Tapered roller curve

Turntables

- Indexing powered turntables
- Continuous rotation turntable

Vertical Conveyors

- Reciprocating vertical conveyor
- Continuous flow vertical conveyor
Smart Move!

Rapid Industries offers a full line of floor conveyors, including gravity, powered roller, powered belt, accumulating, tabletop and slat conveyors. Drag chain and towline conveyors are also available.

Our expertise in systems design and pre-engineered interfacing equipment, such as transfers, diverters, turntables and vertical lifts, allows us to offer complete, cost-effective floor conveyor systems for even tough and out-of-the-ordinary jobs such as:

- handling unusually large or cumbersome packages
- conveying delicate materials
- moving products through complex multilevel production lines
- moving extremely heavy loads

Our engineers will work closely with you to create a system that integrates smoothly with your production system, whether it’s an existing system that’s being updated or an entirely new installation. Rapid will design, assemble and install a complete turnkey system.

To find out more, call us toll-free at 1-800-RAPID-81. It’s the smart move!